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WARRANT FOR THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
State of New Hampshire
1^0 the inhabitants of the Town of South Hampton in the Co\inty
of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town
on Tuesday, the 10th of March at one o'clock in the afternoon to
act on Articles 1,2,5, smd 4.
You are also hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Town on Wednesday, March 11th at seven-thirty in the evening to act
on Article 5 aj^d all subsequent articles.
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Planning
Board to review, and approve or disapprove Site Plans for
the development of tracts for non-residential uses, or for
multifamily dwelling units, as authorized by N.H, RSA 574:^5;
to direct the Planning Board to adopt Site Plan review reg-
ulations as authorized by N.H. RSA 67^:^.
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Planning Board
to prepare and subsequently amend a recommended program of
municipal capital improvement projects, projected over a
period of at least six years and to aid the Board of Select-
men in their consideration of the annual budget, all as
authorized by N.H. RSA 67^: 5-8.
4. Shall the Town adopt the following changes to the South
Hampton Zoning and Subdivision Regulations in order to comply
with changes in State statutes and clarify existing regu-
lations as recommended by the Rockingham Planning Commission
and the South Hampton Planning Board.
ARTICLE 4
Shall the town adopt the following changes to the South Hanpton Zoning and Subdivision regulations in order to comply with
changes in state statures and clarify existing regulations as reconmended by the Rockinghaffi Regional Planning Coirirdssion and the So
Hampton Planning Board.
^lend ARTICLE III-2-c of the Zoning regulations to read.
All dwellings and buildings in private or public use shall be equipped with sewage (^JD I^TER systems which meets of exceeds the
specifications of the New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control Comnission. All sewage systems must be approved by the New
Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission. A separate permit for said sewage AND/CR l^TER system must also be
obtained from the Town Health Officer. A fee of fifteen dollars($15.00) shall accompany each application for permit. IF BOTH
PERMITS ARE APPLIED FOR AT THE S^IE TIME THERE WILL CNLY BE [?€ FEE.
hSnend ARTICLE III-4 of the Zoning regulations to read.
All gasoline AND FUEL OIL storage shall comply with the New Hampshire State Law regarding storage.
toend ARTICLE III-6 of the Zoning regulations to read.
Any uses of property that are obnoxious, AND/OR accompanied bv the emission of odor, smoke, refuse matter, dust, fumes, or noise
shall be prohibited.
Amend ARTICLE III-16-a of the Zoning regulations to read.
No new or additional duelling unit or other building shall be occupied as a residence or place of employment until AN 0CCLIPM:Y
PERMIT IS issued by the building inspector upon finding that the structure in question meets all applicable requirements cf the
building code. Except in dwellings, such permit should be permanently posted inside near the entrance and shall indicate any
limitation on floor loading or number of people to be permitted inside at any one time. A fee of five dollarsftS.OO) shall be
paid to the building inspector at the time of application for such a permit.
^end ARTICLE IV-A-2 of the Zoning regulations to read.
One single fanily .ijelling per lot INCLUDING tWJUFACTURED HOUSING TWT MEETS ALL OF THE OTHER PRC*;iSICWS OF THIS ORDir^CE.
Amend ARTICLE IV-Ai-6 of the Zoning regulations to read.
A single family residence, SUBJECT TO THE TIME LIMITATIWS SPECIFIED IN RSA 674:39, may be constructed on a lot of record at the
time this ordinance OR P^i SUBSEQUENT f^ENDMENfTS becomes effective, regardless of the area or width of the lot, provided that the
owner owns or has an interest in no adjacent land which could be combined with such lot to meet the minimum requiresrient of this
ordinance, and provided that necessary approvals for on site water supply and sewerage disposal systems have been obtained,
Amend ARTICLE V-A-7 cf the Zoning regulations to read.
Manufactured housing on individually owned lots.
Amend ARTICLE VII-A-1 of the ::-i:ig regulations to read.
To prevent the development of structures and land uses on naturally occurring wetlands which will contribute to pollution of
surface and ground water by sewage or TOXIC SUBSTANCES.
Amend ARTICLE IX-A of the Zoning regulations.
ADD TAX MAP REFERENCE NUMBERS TO THE END OF THE ARTICLE.
Tax map reference; Page 2-20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 45, 46, 47, 48, 71, 72, and 73.
Amend ARTICLE IX-B of the Zoning regulations.
ADD TAX mP REFERENCE NltlBERS TO THE END OF THE ARTICLE.
Tax mao reference; Page 6-7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, IS, 19, 20, 36, 37, 35, and 40.
Amend ARTICLE IX-C of the Zoning regulations to read.
JEJ'iEL^ TCMN: bounded as follows; Properties now or formerly o* Coffin, Merrill, Oidak, Afiisier, Miller, and Rice on Jewell street
anc: a portion of Capp on West Whitehall Road. TAX MAP REFERENCE; PAGE 2-12, K, 75, 76, 77, 73, AND 61.
Amend ARTICLE IX-O of the Zoning regulations to read.
CURRIERU'LLE: bounded as follows; Properties now or formerly of Currier Heirs, Strickland, Verge, Riecks, and Dodge on Hilldale
Ayenue. TAX httP REFERENCE; PAGE 1-4, 6, 44, 45, mU PAGE 4-56.
AfTiend ARTICLE XSJ of the Zoning regulations to read.
Whoever violates any provision of this ordinance shall be punished b'^ a fine not exceeding lNE HLNDRED DOlLARS($100.00) for each
day of such violation after due notice has been received. ENFORCEME^^" SHALL BE THE RESPWSIEILITY OF THE SELECTMEN.
Add Article XUIII to the Zoning regulations.
XVIII. FLOOD PLAIN DISTRICT
The following regulations shall apply to all lands designated as special flood hazard areas by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency FEftt in its Flood Hazard Boundary Map (FHB1) for the Town of South Hmpton, New Hanpshire, dated February
2S, 1975, and anendments to that map or Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) and Flood Boundary and FlooAjay Maps that may result
from a Federal Emergency Managetrient Flood Insurance Study. All such maps are declared to be a part of this ordinance.
All lands designated Special Flood Hazard Area in the FEt^ map of February 23, 1975, are hereby declared to be Zone A for
purposes of this ordinance unless and until further refinements of the areas have been completed by FEt^. Reference is made
to the definitions given in Item I.
A. Definition of Terms:
'Area of shallow flooding' means a designated! AO, AH, or VO zone on a corfsnunity's Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) with a one
percent or greater annual chance of flooding to an average depth of one to three feet where a clearly defined channel does not
exist, where the path of flooding in unpredictable and where velocity flow may be evident. Such flooding is characterized by
ponding or sheet flow.
'Area of special flood hazard' is the land in the flood plain within a coranunity subject to a one percent or greater chance of
flooding in any given year. The area may be designated as Zone A on the FHBM. After detailed rate making has been completed
in preparation for publication of the FIRM, Zone A usually is refined into Zones A, AO, AH, A1-A30, A, A99, VO, or Vl-30, VE,
or V.
'Base flood' means the flood having a one percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year.
'Basement' means any area of the building having its floor subgrade (below ground level) on all sides.
'Building'—see 'structure.'
'Development' means any man-made change to improved or unimproved real estate, including but not limited to buildings or ether
structures, mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation or drilling operations.
'Flood' or 'Flooding' means: A general and temporary condition of partial or complete inundation of normally dry land areas
from:
1. The overflow of inland or tidal waters.
2. The unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any source.
'Flood Boundary and Floodiway Map' (FLOODl^Y) is an official map of the comriunity, on which the Federal Eiiiergency Managerrient
Agency has delineated the 'Regulatory Fioociiay'. This map should not be used to determine the correct flood hazard zone or
base flood elevation, the Flood insurance Rate Map (FIRM) will be used to make determinations of flood hazard zones and base
flood elevations.
'Flood elevatior; study" means an examination eyaluation and determination of flood hazards and, if a&oropnate, correspondirig
w5te^ surface elevations, or an exanination, evaluation and determination of mudslide (i.e., mudflow) and/or flood-related
erosion hazards,
"Flood Hazard Boundary Map' (FHBi) means an official map of a coirfinunity, issued by the Federal Erriergencv Management Agency,
where the boundaries of the flood, mudslide (i.e., iriudflow) related erosion areas having special hazards have been designated
as Zones A, M, and'or E.
'Flood Insurance Rate Map" (FIRM) means an official map of a ccmriunity, on which the Federal Fmergency Management Agency has
delineated both the special hazard areas and the risk premium zones applicable to the comtriunity.
'Flood Insurance Study' see 'flood elevation study.'
'Flood plain" or 'flood-prone area' means any land area susceptible to being inundated by water from any source (see
definition of "flooding").
"Flood proofing' means any combination of structural and non-structural additions, changes, or adjustments to structural and
non-structural additions, changes, or adjustments to structures which reduce or eliminate flood damage tc real estate or
improved real property, water and sanitary facilities, structures and their contents.
"Floodway'~see 'regulatory floodway."
"Functional dependent use' means a use which cannot perform its intended ourpose unless it is located or carried out in close
proximity to water. The term includes only docking facil '.:es, port facilities that are necessary for the loading and
unloading of cargo or passengers, and ship building and ship repair facilities, but dees not include long-term storage or
related manufacturing facilities.
'Highest adjacent grade" means the highest natural elevation of the ground surface prior to construction next to the proposed
walls of a structure.
"Lowest Floor" means the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including baserrient). An unfinished or flood resistant
enclosure, usable solely for parking of vehicles, building access or storage in an area other than a basement area is not
considered a building's lowest floor: Provided, that such enclosure is not built so as to render the structure in violaticr^
of the applicable non-elevation design requirements of this ordinance.
"Mean sea level" means, for purposes of the National Flood Insurance Progr-am, the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (N&r'D) of
1923 or other datum, to which base flood elevations shown on a coiranunity's Flood Insurance Rate Map are referenced.
Manufactured home' means a structure, transportable in one or more sections, which is built on permanent cnassis and is
designed for use with or without a permanent foundation when connected to the required utilities. For ^'lood plain rrianagefrient
purposes the term 'manufactured home' also includes park trailers, travel trailers, and other similar vehicles olaced on a
site for greater than 180 consecutive days. For insurance purposes the tern: 'manufactured home' does not include pa'k
trailers, travel trailers, and other similar vehicles.
'Manufactured home park or subdivision" means a parcel (or contiguous parcels! of land divided into two or Tiore marufactured
home lots for rent or sale.
'lOO-year flood_ see 'base flood."
'Regulatory floodway' means the channel of a river or other watercourse and the adjacent land areas that must be reserved in
order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing the water surface elevation more than one foot at any point,
These areas are designated as *'loodjays on the Flood Boundary and FloocLay Maps.
"Riverine" means relating to, 'ormed by, or resembimq a river (includirig tributaries), strean';, broOf , etc.
'Special flood hazard area' means an area hawing special flood, mudslide (i.e., mudflow) and/or flood-related erosion hazards,
and shown on an FHBM or FIRM as Zone A, AO, Al-30, AE, A99, AH, VO, Ul-30, VE, U, M or E. (See Area of Special Flood Hazard)
"Structure" means for floodplain management purposes, a wailed and roofed building, including a gas or liquid storage tank,
that is principally above ground, as well as a manufactured home.
'Start of Construction' includes substantial improvement, and means the date the building permit was issued, provided the
actual start of construction, repair, reconstruction, placement, or other improvement was within ISC days o' the peririt da't,
The actual start means either the first placement of permanent construction of a structure on a site, such as the pouring of
slab or footings, the installation of piles, or construction of columns, or any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the
placement of a manufactured home on a foundation. Permanent construction does not include land prepars:. in, such as clearing,
grading and filling; nor does it include the installation of streets and/or walkaways; or does it include excavation for a
basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of temporary forms; not does it include the installation on the
property of accessory buildings, such as garages or shed not occupied as ckjelling units or not part of the main structure.
'Substantial improvement' means any combination of repairs, reconstruction, alteration, or improvements to a structure in
which the cumulative cost equals or exceeds fifty percent of the market value of the structure. The market value of the
structure should be (1) the appraised value of the structure prior to the start of the initial repair or improvement, or (2)
in the case of danage, the value of the structure prior to the dariage occurring. For the purposes of this definition,
'substantial improvement" is considered to occur when the first alteration of any wall, ceiling, floor, or other structural
part of the building commences, whether or not that alteration affects the external dimensions of the structure. The term
does not, however, include any project for improvement of a structure required to comply with existing health, sanitary, or
safety code specifications which are solely necessary to assure safe living conditions or any alteration of a structure listed
on the National Register of Historic Places.
'Water surface elevation' means the height, in relation to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929, (or other
datum, where sDecified) of floods of various magnitudes and frequencies in the flood plains of coastal or riverine areas,
B. All proposed development in any special flood hazard areas shall require a permit.
C. The Building Inspector shall review all building permit applications for new construction or substantial improvements to
determine whether prooosed building sites will be reasonably safe from flooding. If a proposed building site is in a
flood-prone area, all nsiv construction and substantial improverrients shall (i) be designed (or modified) and adequately
anchored to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral rfiovement of the structure resulting from hydrodynardc and hydrostatic
loads, including the effects of buoyancy, (ii) be constructed with materials resistant to flood d-snage, (iii) be constructed
by methods and practices that minimize ^lood daiTiages, and (iv) be constructed with electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing,
and air conditioning ecuioment and other service facilities that are designed and/or located so as to prevent water from
entering or accumulating yithin the components during conditions of flooding,
D. Where new and replacement water and s^fier systems (including on-site systeiris) are proposed in floodprone areas the applicant
shall provide the Building Inspector with assurance that new and replacement sanitary sewage systeiris uiill be designed to
rriinirnize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the systems and discharges from the systems into flood waters, and
on-site waste disposai systems will be located to avoid impairment to them or contafriination from them during periods of
flooding,
L. !t-;e Building Insoector shall inaintain for public inspection, and furnish uoon request, any certification of flood-proofing and
the as built elevation (in relation to mean sea level) of the lowest floor (including basement) of all new or substantially
improved structures, and include whether or not such structures contain a baseiTient, If the structure has been floodproofed,
the as built elpyatic- (in relation to mean seal level) to which the structure was floodproofed. This information must be
furnished by the aoclicant,
F, The Building Inspector shall review proposed developments to assure that all necessary permits have been received from those
governmental agencies from which approval is required by Federal or State law, including Section 404 of the Federal Water
rolluti:'^ Cnnf'ci Act Airiendrrients of 1572, 33 U.S.C, 1334. It shall be the responsibility of the applicant to certify these
assurances to the Ei^ilding Insoector.
G. In riverine situations, prior to the alteration or relocation of a watercourse, the applicant for such authorization shall
notify the Wetlands Board of the New Hampshire Environmental Services Department and submit copies of such notification to the
Building inspector. Further, the applicant shall be required to submit :of ies of said notification to those adjacent
communities as determined by the Building Inspector,
Within the altered or relocated portion of any watercourse, the applicant shall submit to the Building Inspector,
certification provided by a registered professional engineer assuring that the flood carrying capacity of the watercourse has
been maintained.
Along watercourses that have a designated Regulatory Floodway no encroachments, including fill, new construction, substantial
improvements, and other development are allowed within the designated Regulatory Floodway that would result in any increase in
flood levels within the community during the base flood discharge. In Zone A the Building Inspector shall obtain, review, and
reasonably utilize any floodway data available from a Federal, State, or other source as criteria for requiring that
development meet the floodway requirements of this section.
Along watercourses that have not had a regulatory floodway designated, no new construction, substantial improvements or other
development (including fill) shall be permitted within Zones Al-30 and AE on the FIRM, unless it is demonstrated that the
cumulative effect of the proposed development, when combined with all other existing and anticipated development, will not
increase the water surface elevation of the base flood more than one foot at any point within the community.
H.
1. In special flood hazard areas the Building Inspector shall determine the 100 year flood elevation in the following order
of precedence according to the data available:
a. In Zones Al-30, AH, AE, Vl-30 & VE refer to the elevation provided in the communities Flood Insurance Study and
accompanying FIRM or FHBM.
b. In unnumbered A zones the Building Inspector shall obtain, review, and reasonably utilize any 100 year flood elevation
data available from Federal, State, development proposals submitted to the community (example sub-divisions, site
approvals, etc.) or other source.
c. In Zone AO the 100 year flood elevation is determined by adding the elevation of the highest adjacent grade to the
depth number specified on the FIRM or if no depth number is specified on the FIRM at least two feet.
2. The Building Inspector's 100 year flood elevation determination will be used as criteria for requiring in Zones Al-30, AE,
AH, AO, and A that:
a. All new construction and substantial improvements of residential structures have the lowest floor (including basement)
elevated to or above the 100 year flood level;
b. That all new construction and substantial improvements of non-residential structures have the lowest floor (including
basement) elevated to or above the 100 year flood level; or together with attendant utility and sanitary facilities, shall:
(i) be floodproofed so that below the 100 year flood elevation the structure is watertight with walls substantially
impermeable to the passage of water;
(ii) have structural components capable of resisting hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads and the effects of buoyancy;
and
(iii) be certified by a registered professional engineer or architect that the design and methods of construction are in
accordance with accepted standards of practice for meeting the provisions of this section;
c. all Tidnufactured homes to be placed or substantiaiiy i'riproved withiri i;i::il *'lood hazard arsai shall be elevated on a
permanerit fouridaticn such that the lowest floor of the fv.ariufactured home is at or above the base flood level; and be
securely anchored to resist flotation, collapse, or lateral movement. Methods of anchoring ;nay i-cljde, bi;t are ":;•
limited to, use of ovei'-the-top or frame ties to ground anchors. This reouirement is in addition to aoplicable state and
local anchoring requirements for resisting wind forces;
d. fc" all new construction and substantial improvements, fully enclcssd areas beloi.; the lowest floor that are subject to
flooding are permitted providing the enclosed areas meet the following requirements: (1) the enclosed area is unfinished
or flood resistant, usable solely for parking of vehicles, building access or storage; (2) the area is not a basement; (3)
shall be designed to automatically equalize hydrostatic flood forces on exterior walls by allowing for the entry and exit
of flcodwaters. Designs for meeting this requirement must either be certified by a registered professional engineer or
architect or must meet or exceed the following minimum criteria; A minimum of two openings having a total net arss o*" not
less than one square inch for ever square foot of enclosed area subject to flooding shall be provided The bottom of all
openings shall be no higher than one foot above grade. Openings may be equipped with screens, louvers, or other coverings
or devices provided that they permit the automatic entry and exit of floodwatsrs;
e. proposed structures to be located on slopes in Special Flood Hazard Areas, Zones AH and AD, shall include adequate
drainage paths to guide flood waters around and away from the proposed structures.
AfTier'd ARTICLE X'v'I of the Zoning regulations to read,
"his ordinance OR Wif SUBSEQUP-IT AMB^iDHEf^ITS shall take effect irfimediately upon its passage.
hJTiend the Subdivision regulations to add new Section V-S.
S. WATER HOLES AND DRy'hYDRANTS:
1. A subdivision plan of 5 to 9 house lots shall provide for a water supply of no less then 10,000 gallons of water the
yea:' 3"ou"d which, connected to a hydrant, will provide for such water supply within 1,200 feet of each duelling unit measured
along a road.
2. A subdivision plan of 10 or more house lots shall provide for a water supply of no less then 1,000 gallons of water
ce' minute *or a period of not less than one hour the year around which, connected to a systetrr of hydrants, will orovide for
such yate- supDly within 1,500 feet of each djelling unit measured along a road.
a, Dry hydrants shall be installed as directed by the Chief of the South Hampton Fire Department. They shall be
ecuiioed with a steaiTer device and cap, and such hydrants shall be constructed in such a manner as to insure that the water
level in the pise is below the frost level. There shall be a paved roack.jay from the hydrant to the nearest right of way, and a
jsved oarking area adjacent to the hydrants which will allow the parking of at least one fire vehicle. Water holes shall be
'enced where aoo'CDriate in the judgment or the Selectmen.
b, !' ':e event that provision of such a water supply is not physically possible on the land of the subdivider and
an arrangement can be made by utilizing water resources off the property, the subdivide' may do so. The subdivider shall bear
all costs, legal and otherwise, of such arrangeiiients. The Planning Board and Selectmen shall use their good offices to persuade
others of the advantages of such arrangements, but in no case shall the power of eminent domain be utilized.
c, !t shall be the responsibility of the subdivider to bear the cost of any equipment, apparatus, or construction
which '^ijy be incurred under this regulation. All land areas and equipment or apparatus may upon completion and installation of
sue'", equipment and apoa^'atus be offered *'or transfer to the Touir: of South Harriptcn, and the subdivider shall execute in manner
and form orescribed ;"> fie Chair'nen of the Planninq Board the instruments necessary to effect a t^-ansfer.
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5. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Tovm
charges for the ensuing year and to make appropriations for
the same.
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to make
application for and receive and spend in the name of the Town,
such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town pu3?poses
as may or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State, local
or private agencies that would be of benefit to the town.
7. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to hire money
in anticipation of taxes.
8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
administrate, sell, or otherwise dispose of any real estate
acquired by Tax Collector's Deed, any sale to be either by
private sale to previous owner, or by public auction with the
Selectmen retaining the right to reelect any or all bids,
9. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of $4,000.00
for Town Hall improvements.
10. To see if the Town will Join the Rockingham Planning Commission
and appropriate the sum of $455.70 for this purpose.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of S205.00 for the support of the Rockingham Coiinty Community
Action Program, Inc.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $500.00 for the support of Rockingham Child and Family
Services.
15. To see if the Town will vDte to accept and expend the Highway
Block Grant in the amount of $11,024.01 for the maintenance
and upgrading of Town Roads.
14. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of $1,200.00 to
establish a permanent residence numbering system for mail
delivery and authorize the withdrawal of the amount from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fxxnd.
15. Shall we adopt the provisions of N.H. RSA 72:1c which authorize
any town or city not to assess, levy and collect a resident tax?
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2000.00 to provide for legal expenses with regard to the
adequacy of off-site emergency planning.
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17. To see if the Town will vote to allow the Selectmen to dispose
of sxirplus Town property.
18. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the moderator to appoint
three citizens to serve on a special vinpaid committee to be known
as the Regional Refuse Disposal Planning Committee for the p\ir-
pose of studying the advisability of establishing a regional
refuse disposal district and drawing up a proposed agreement
therefore as authorized by RSa 55 :B.
19. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of S977.00
for the pixrpose of meeting the expense of the Regional Refuse
Disposal Planning Committee established in Article 18.
20. To see if the Town will vote to protect the health and safety
of all residents by directing town public safety officials to
ensure that tcwn emergency plans take into consideration the
operation of Seabrook Station, providing that the cost of these
plans will be borne by the Seabrook owners through existing
agreements with the State of New Hampshire. These plans shall
be developed regardless of any decision to reduce the official
Emergency Planning Zone around Seabrook Station; nor shall such
authorization, if approved, be construed to mean acceptance or
approval of the Seabrook Station or any of its Emergency llan-
ning developed without the participation of representative
South Hampton residents.
21. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the town's represent-
atives to the General Court to take all necessary measures to
insxire that no low level radioactive waste from the Seabrook
nuclear plant shall be stored or disposed of within the Town
of South Hampton Tinless and until the proposed site of the pro-
posed storage or disposal has been approved by the voters of
the town at the annual Town Meeting by written ballot.
By.Detition of Peter Shoukimas and eleven other registered
?2. To see if the Town will enact an ordinance that prohibits the
erection of high voltage power line (above 100 Kv) towers over
50 feet in height in any of its Historic Districts, or the
passage of high voltage power lines through such districts, or
the ereection of such poles and wires in a location with will,
according to the Historic District Commission, visually imp act
12
such districts.
Further, a fine of S500.00 a day will he assessed against any-
party or parties erecting such a structure or lines. Such fine
will be levied starting one week from notification of such part-
ies by the Historic District Commission that a violation has
occured.
By petition of Fredrick H. Anderson, Jr. and sixteen other
registered voters.
25, To see if the Town will select Budget Committee members by
Town Me<eting vote ^s authorized in rUH. RSA $2:2
24. To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
Selectmen of South Hampton
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NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $23,763,178.00
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, TAXES ASSESSED, TAX RATE
Total Town Appropriations +198,255.00
Total Revenues and Credits -203,120.00
Net Town Appropriations = (^,865.00)
Net School Tax Assessment +398,851.00
County Tax Assessment + 2^,973.00
Total Town, School, County =4l8,959.00
Deduct Total Business Tax - 36,238.00
Add War Service Credits + 4,650.00
Add Overlay . + 2,107.00
Property Tax to be Raised =389, ^4-78. 00
Net Valuation $23,763,168.00
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR
Town Property Taxes Assessed 389,^78.00
Less: War Service Credits 4,6'^0.00
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
For The Calendar Year Ended December 31, 1986
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is
complete to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Selectmen, Town of South Hampton
ASSETS:
Cash:
All Funds in custody of treasurer 184,519.56
Revenue Sharing Account 2,262.89
Total 186,782.45
Unredeemed Taxes
a) Levy of 1985 0.00
b) Levy of 1984 25.63
c) Previous years 2,218.98
Total 2,244.61
Uncollected Taxes:
a) Levy of 1986 119,563.00
b) Levy of 1985 215.92
c) Previous Years 970.00
Total 120,748.92
TOTAL ASSETS 309,775.98
Fund Balance - December 31, 1985 49,344.98
Fund Balance - December 31, 1986 40,913.09
Change in Financial Condition +8,431.84
LIABILITIES
Owed by the Town:
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 2,262.89
Fire Truck Note 3,000.00
School District Taxes payable 263,600.00
Total 268,862.89
Fund Balance - Current Surplus
(Excees of Assets over Liabilities) 40,913.09
GRAND TOTAL 309,775.98
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
December 31, I986
DESCRIPTION:
Town Hall, Land and Buildings 100,000.00
Furniture and Equipment '^,000.00
Libraries Furniture and Equipment ^4-, 000. 00
Police Equipment 15,000.00
Fire Equipment 25,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 5«300,00






* Note: Does not include Building owned by Barnard Trustees.
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
December 31, 1986







TOV/n CLERK 'G REPORT
Permits for Registration of Motor Vehicles
January 1, 1986 - December 31 i 1986
i.'o. of permits issued - 1,223
Total receipts for period - i-lotor Vehicle Permits :^90,9^0.00
i^'iling F^'ees 6.00
Marriage License Fees to State 5^.00
Paid Treasurer $91 , 998. 00
Dog License Account
Debit
Amount of dog taxes collected $401.80
Fees retained 48.50
Credit






March 11th & 12th, 1986
At .a legal meeting of th^ inhabitants of the Town of South
Hampton, in the County of Rockingham, in the State of New Hampshire,
qualified to vote in Town affairs, held on March 11th, 1986 at the
South Hampton Town Hall, the following business was transacted:
The Town Warrant was read by Moderator Horace Cressy. Donald
Currier moved that the polls be opened, seconded by Helen Smith
and so voted. Ballot Clerks for the election day were Francis
Smith and Pam Noon. A total of 146 votes were cast out of 542
registered voters. Polls opened at 1:02 p.m and closed at 8:00 p.m.
ARTICLE I - Town Officers were elected as follows:
Moderator. 2 yrs. , Horace Cressy, 132 votes, elected
Supervisor of Checklist, 6 yrs.. Anna J. Harlow, 4 write-in votes.
elected
Supervisor of Checklist. 5 yrs. . Donald Currier, 3 write-in votes
Selectman. 3 yrs., Michael Santosuosso, 3 yrs., 120 votes, elected
Tax Collector, 3 yrs., Carol A Baker, 139 votes, elected
Treasurer. 1 yr. , Theodore Morse, Jr., 124 votes, elected
Auditor, 1 yr. , Lutz Wallem, 7 write-in votes
Auditor, 1 yr. , Robert Eraser. 6 write-in votes
Auditor. 1 yr. , Peter Bryant, 5 write-in votes
Auditor 1 yr. , Earnest Bonah. 5 write-in votes
Highway Agent, 1 yr, , John Santosuosso, 119 votes, elected
Trustee of Trust Fund, 3 yrs., 128 votes, elected
Trustee of the Cemeteries, 1 yr. , Vincent H. Early, 120 votes,
elected
Trustee of the Cemeteries, 1 yr. , Albert E. Gray, 130 votes, elected
Trustee of the Library, 3 yrs., Martha E. Anderson, 132 votes,
elected
Constable, 1 yr. , John Santosuosso, 111 votes, elected
School District Officers were elected as follows:
Moderator, 1 yr. , Horace Cressy, 133 votes, elected
School Clerk, 1 yr., Audrey G. Brunet, 139 votes, elected
School Board Member, 3 yrs., Pat Hesselbach, 75 write-in votes,
elected
School Treasurer, 1 yr. , Nancy F. Dixon, 138 votes, elected
ARTICLE II - Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:37 for the
exemption for the blind from property tax? This statute provides
that every inhabitant who is legally blind shall be exempt each
year from the property tax on a residence to the value of $15,000.
Yes 91, No 14.
ARTICLE III - Shall the Town adopt the following changes to the
South Hampton Zoning Ordi'cince in order to comply with changes in
State Statutes and clarify existing regulations as recommended by
the Rockingham Planning Commission and South Hampton Planning Board:
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III. General Provisions
1. Subsection 1, paragraph 2 - pertaining to fee changes.
Yes 106, No 28
2. Subsection 2 - Delete paragraphs a and b.
Subsection 2. paragraph c - addition of BOCA Code.
Yes 112, No 16
3. Subsection 2. paragraph f - pertaining to sewage systems.
Yes 116, No 18
4. Subsection 9 - pertaining to frontage reouirements.
Yes 118. No 20
5. Subsection 15. paragraph b - pertaining to lot dimensions
within steep slotse district. Yes 108, No 30
6. Subsection 16 - pertaining to extraction of natural water
resources. Yes 104, No 25
7. Subsection 17, addition b - inspection by a licensed plumber,
electrician, or engineer. Yes 98, No 39
VII. Wetland Conservation District
8. Section B - addition to paragraph pertaining to Wetland Over-
lay Map. Yes 115, No 17
9. Renumbering of Articles. Yes 111, No 11
Do you vote to accept the following changes in the South Hampton
Land Subdivision Control Regulations:
10. Section V - streets not to provide frontage to land of neigh-
boring municipality. Yes, 111, No 21
11. Section V, Subsection L - off-street parking. Yes 121, No 7
12. Section V. Utilities - sewage system setback. Yes 117. No 13
13. Section X - add Land Use Boards. Yes 98, No 18
14. Section XI. Variances - replace "Board" with Zoning Board of
Adjustment, Yes 115, No 10
15. Change numbering. Yes 120, No 10
Svjom in at open meeting by the Moderator were: Michael Santosuosso
as Selectman, John Santosuosso as Highway Agent and Constable, and
Carol A Baker as Tax Collector. Horace Cressy, Moderator, was
sworn in by the Town Clerk.
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The following evening on March 12th, Moderator Horace Cressy
called the meeting to order at 7:34 p.m. Fire Chief Ed Condon led
the Townspeople in the Salute to the Flag. The remaining articles
were voted on as follows:
ARTICLE IV - The Moderator read the article - "To raise such sums
of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the ensuing
year and to make appropriations for the same." Mike Santosuosso,
Selectman, moved that we accept $113,810, seconded by Lutz Wallem.
Mike went over the budget line-by-line. Ed Condon amended the
Fire Department Budget to read $.10,900, seconded by Paul Morris.
Ed explained that since the Budget Meeting the ' 57 Mack Fire Truck
"died." It has a major mechanical problem that he does not feel
would be worth putting money into. Thru John Gamble and Knight Oil,
they can purchase an 1800 gal. oil truck for $2,000 and convert it
to a water tank tmck for the Town at a cost of $1,000. The amend-
ment was voted and passed.
John Santosuosso itemized the Highway Department Budget. Walter
Shivik explained the amount budgeted for General Assistance (usually
for fuel) and Old Age Assistance - Town's share of cost for two
residents in the County Nursing Home.
Martha Anderson, Library Trustee, amended the Library Budget to
$3,940. as recommended by the Budget Committee, seconded by Bill
Courtney. The amendment was voted and passed.
Mike Santosuosso moved that Article IV, which now reads $114. 310
as amended, be accepted, seconded by Lutz Wallem. It was voted
in the affirmative.
ARTICLE V - "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to make application for and receive and spend in the name of the
Town, such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town purposes
as may or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State, local or
private agencies that would be of benefit to the Town." JoAnn Hill,
Selectman, moved to accept the article as read, seconded by John
Santosuosso and so voted.
ARTICLE VI - "To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
hire money in anticipation of taxes." JoAnn Hill moved that the
article be accepted as read, seconded by Ed Condon and voted in the
affirmative.
ARTICLE VII -"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to administrate, sell, or otherwise dispose of any real estate
acauired by Tax Collector's Drjed, any sale to be either by private
sale to previous owner, or by public auction with the Selectmen
retaining the right to reject any dr all bids." JoAn~i Hill moved
that the article be accepted as read, seconded by John Santosuosso
and so voted.
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ARTICLE VIII - The Moderator read article "To see if the Town will
vote to accept and expend the Highway Block Grant in the amount of
$9,668.65 for the maintenance and upgrading of Town Roads." John
Santosuosso moved the article seconded by Paul Morris. It was
voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE IX - "To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of $4000.
for Town Hall improvements." Walter Shivik, Selectman, moved that
the article be adopted as read, seconded by Mike Santosuosso.
Walter explained that he received a Quote $2,000. for two modene
heaters to replace the radiators in the Town Hall. The other ex-
pense is the stage heating which would be $1,100. for a heavy-duty
radiator along the back wall. There were several negative comments
on the modene heaters. Walter mentioned that heavy-duty radiators
could be used in the hall area but it would be considerably more
expensive. The Moderator suggested bringing up the type of heating
desired at the end of the meeting. The article was voted in the
affirmative.
ARTICLE X - "To see if the Town will appropriate and authorize the
withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund the sum of $9,000. to
replace the Town Hall roof." Mike Santosuosso moved that the article
be accented as read by the Moderator, seconded by Ed Condon. Mike
explained that there was no one interested in bidding on doing half
the roof last year but felt there would be bids on the whole roof.
The article was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XI - "To see if the Town will join the Rockingham Planning
Commission and appropriate the sum of $458.50 for this purpose."
Walter Shivik moved that the article be adopted as read by the
Moderator seconded by Bill Courtney. Walter explained that the
Commission provides assistance with planning and zoning problems and
has also printed our Zoning Ordinance at a cost of 2 cents a page.
The article was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XII - "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $69. for the support of the Rockingham Community Action
Program." Mike Santosuosso moved that $69. be appropriated for this
article, seconded by Fred Kozacka. Mike explained that the actual
amount for this article is $257. - due to an oversight last year,
this was paid twice so we have a credit. Walter explained that the
Program provides, through Federal and State grants, assistance to
low- income residents with fuel, weatherization and home repairs.
The article was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XIII - "To see if the Town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $500. for the support of Rockingham Child & Family
Services." Walter Shivik made a motion to adopt the article as
read, seconded by Ed Condon. Walter explained that they provide
counseling for families and charge according to income. The article
was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XIV - "To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $4. 500 to do drainage improvements at the intersection of Jewell
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Street and West Whitehall Road. The sum of $1,500. to be raised
by the Town and $3,000. by the State of New Hampshire." John
Santosuosso moved that $4,500. ($1,550. to be raised by the Town
and $3. 000. by the State) be approved for this article, seconded
by Ed Condon. John explained the work that needs to be done and
that the State would pay their share. The article was voted in
the affirmative.
ARTICLE XV - "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,000. to retain the services of Robert Backus, Attorney
at Law. to represent the Town with regard to the adeauacy of off-
site emergency planning (Radiological Emergency Response Plan)."
Walter Shivik moved that the article be adopted as read, seconded
by Lee Knapp. Walter summarized the court case in Exeter and
explained that South Hampton and Hampton Falls filed as interveners
in the case as we had similar articles in our Town Meetings. The
Judge ruled that the pla^is can be brought before Town Meeting but
the Town cannot vote to prohibit the implementation of the plan.
The Judge also said, in matters of Civil Defense, Town Officers
are State Officers. The Towns are considering whether the decision
in this case should be appealed in terms of the fact of whether the
Selectmen can be characterized as State Officers. Also, we have
filed contention with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as to why
the Plan will not work in South Hampton. We must have an attorney
present at the hearings in order to be heard. The Budget Committee
was asked why they did not recommend $3,000. for this article and
they explained that they did not have all the information at the
time of the Budget Hearing. The article was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XVI - "To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $50,000. for the renovation of the fire station into a library,
monies to be raised as follows: $25,000. from the Library Construc-
tion and Services Act, $14,000. from Trust Funds, $11,000, from
Friends of the Library Building Funds, donations and pledges.
These monies will be raised at no cost to the Town." Martha
Anderson, Library Trustee, moved that the article be approved as
read, seconded by Ed Condon. The article was voted in the affirma-
tive.
ARTICLE XVII - "To see if the Town will vote to allow the Selectmen
to disDOse of surplus Town property." Mike Santosuosso moved that
the article be accepted as read, seconded by Ed Condon. The article
was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XVIII - "To see if the Town will vote to raise and approp-
riate the sum of $2,000. as their share of the budgeted 1986 costs
associated with the Southeastern Rockingham County Sanitary/Solid
Waste Management District ( SERCSSWMD) as reouired under NH RSA
149-M. " Walter Shivik amended the article to read $1,500 and it
was seconded by Jeremy Riecks. It was mentioned that Peter Oldak
and Walter Hill represent the Town on this committee. Peter ex-
plained that we are the smallest town in the district and the
budget committee of the district came up with a $2,000. minimum fee
for participation. South Hampton would be paying a $3. per person
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fee while other towns with a population of about 2,000 would pay
about $1. Because this seemed unfair to our Town, Walter said
they sent a letter to the district reauesting that we pay $1,500,
which would still be a higher i-atio than any other town. They
refused this. If we vote the $1,500 and they still refuse, we
could appeal to the State. The Selectmen feel if we vote the
$2,000, this might set a precedent for using a formula in the
actual disposal of waste that would be a burden to the South
Hamoton taxpayer. Peter Oldak felt that $1,000 would be a better
figure. Walter Shivik withdrew the amendment and the second was
withdrawn. Larry Baker amended the motion to read $1,000, seconded
by Peter Oldak. The amendment was voted and carried. The amended
article was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XIX - "To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $750. for the support of the Seacoast Regional Visiting
Nurses Association." Walter Shivik moved to adopt the article as
read, seconded by Jeremy Riecks. JoAnn Hill urged support whereas
people are being discharged earlier from hospitals than in the
past. The article was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XX - "To see if the Town will vote to oppose the burial,
storage, transportation and production of high level radioactive
waste in the Town of South Hampton and State of New Hampshire; and
to call upon Congress to conduct an independent investigation with
full public participation into the feasibility and prudence of the
U.S. Department of Energy's (EO'E's) present plan to dispose of
radioactive waste and into the DOE ' s competence to carry out such
a plan." Milce Santosuosso moved that the article be adopted as
read by the Moderator, seconded by Ed Condon. The article was
voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XXI - "Whereas the State of N.H. has at its convenience
seen fit to install warning sirens in South Hampton with or without
the consent of the Town, I am requesting a vote of the Town to see
if South Hampton will rescind all past votes on stoppage of the
work on the evacuation plan and let Town officials work with State
Civil Defense to establish the best possible plan for us and accept
all eauioment necessary to carry out the plan. Be it understood
that acceoting eouipment will not necessarily constitute approval
of the evacuation olan. By petition of Ed Condon, Fire Chief, and
fourteen other registered voters." Ed Condon moved that the article
be acceoted as read, seconded by Paul Morris. Lutz Wallem asked
how can we assure this does not mean the Town aooroves? Neil
Courtney asked if we could accept the eouipment without rescinding
oast votes? Mike Santosuosso understands that if we don't partici-
pate we will not receive eruipment. Pat Hesaelbach felt they would
be bound by law to give us this eouipment when the plant goes on
line. Peter Oldak stated that it's not a matter of money, but
principle - we should stay on record as resisting. John Gamble
commented that our neighboring towns have accepted and will be
using new eouipment, making our radios obsolete. Ed Condon re-
CTuested that the article be amended as follows: "To see if the
Town of South Hampton will vote to accept all necessary eouipment
offered by N.H. Civil Defense and allow all Town Officials to work
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with State Civil Defense to establish the best possible olan for
South Hamoton, N.H. in accordance with Article II, Dec. 1985
Soecial Town Meeting." The amendment was seconded by Paul Morris
and Ed Condon recmested a Secret Ballot vote, seconded by Fred
Kozacka. The amended article was voted and lost - YES 24, NO 40.
ARTICLE XXII - "To see if the Town will levy a fine of $100 per
siren per day against their owners for any sirens erected despite
the ordinance passed at the Special Town Meeting in November, 1985,
prohibiting such sirens until an evacuation plan calling for them
is approved by the Town. Funds raised by said fine shall be
deposited in the Evacuation Planning Legal Fund of the Town. By
petition of Fred Anderson and ten other registered voters!' Lee
Knapp amended the article to read "To see if the Town will order
Public Service/New Hampshire Yankee to remove the pole-mounted
siren they have installed in a Town Historic District. Further,
to see if the Town will levy a fine of $100 per day against Public
Service Company/New Hampshire Yankee for each day they allow a
pole-mounted siren to remain in a Town Historic District after
being ordered to remove it by the Town, This fine shall be levied
seven days after notification is given to remove the siren. Any
funds raised by said fine shall be designated for the Emergency
Planning Legal Fund of the Town." The article was seconded by
Greg Jardis. Mike Santosuosso commented that the funds must go
into the General Fund. Donald Sanborn, speaking for the Historical
Commission, said a letter was sent to Public Service on March 4th
stating that they did not apply for a permit to install the pole
in the Historic District and reouesting that it be removed. Mike
Santosuosso commented that they have not been able to find out who
had the ooles installed. Walter Shivik ouestioned Town Counsel and
WPS advised there is nothing in the article for due process - we
could argue the case in court but it is not very defensible. Lee
Knaop withdrew the amendment, second withdrawn by Greg Jardis.
Peter Oldak commented that if we passed the amendment, we would
have a date to go by. Lee Knapp amended the article to read "To see
if the Town will order Public Service Company/New Hampshire Yankee
to remove the pole-mounted siren they have installed in a Town
Historic District. Further to see if the Town will levy a fine of
$100 per day against Public Service Company/New Hampshire Yankee
for each day they allow a pole-mounted siren to remain in a Town
Historic District after being ordered to remove it by the Town.
This fine shall be levied seven days after notification is given
to remove the siren." The amendment was seconded by Greg Jardis.
The amended article was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XXIII - "To see if the Town agrees to participate in the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) by directing the Board of
Selectmen to complete the eligibility application and submit the
reauired information to the Federal Insurance Administration. Mike
Santosuosso moved the article be accepted as read by the Moderator,
seconded by Walter Shivik. The article was voted in the affirma-
tive after a brief discussion.
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ARTICLE XXIV - Walter Shivik moved that the article be accepted as
written in the Town Report (Pertaining to NFIP Regulations),
seconded by Neil Courtney. The; article was voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE XXV - Transaction of Other Business.
Wayne Theriault gave a brief report on the Police Deoartment at the
remiest of John Santosuosso.
William Carey reauested soeed limit signs for Highland Roadr Sally
Bryant - for Hilldale Ave.
Walter Shivik asked for a vote on use of Modene Heaters. Motion
lost.
John Gamble made a motion to see if the Town will hold a Soecial
Town Meeting for the ourchese of new radios for the Fire Deoart-
ment. seconded by Fred Lindahl. The Moderator exolained that
would have to be aooealed to the Court. If funding is in the
budget and there seems to be an emergency, DRA can aoorove - does
not need aooroval of Town Meeting. You may vote to inform
Selectmen of Town's wishes. Motion voted in the affirmative.
Audrey Miller felt police should do something about speeders.
Peter Bryant moved that the meeting be adjourned, seconded by Ed






FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986 -QfNE-JO-r'i"^®^
)
(SELECT ONE)
TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
Cont. Collector's Repor
- CR. _ Remittanfop "^^ Tieasurer During Fiscal Year:
Propprry Taxes
Resident Taxes ...
National Bank Stock Taxes . .
Yield Taxes .
Sewer Rents
Land Use Change Taxes
Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Resident Taxes . .












Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes. . . . . .







TOTAL CREDITS 390052.^2 72133.53 970.00
/S/ L V^^2^ ^ /(^^ ^a^<J
Carol A. BaJcer, Tax Collector
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TOWN OF
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS




—Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
Previous
1986 1985 1984 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year . . .
Taxes Sold To Town During
Current Fiscal Year* . . .
Subsequent Taxes Paid . . .






Remittances to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale . .
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year . . .
Unredeemed Taxes - End of Fiscal Yr




. .23...6J. . ^?X8.-9Q
25.63 , 2218.
** Amount of Tax Sale(s) sold to town held during current fiscal year,
including total amount of taxes, interest and costs to
date of sale(s) .
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Treasurer's Report 1986
Cash on hand-January 1, 1986 177,257.14
Received from Selectmen
Zoning ordinance booklets 102.25
Highway Block Grant N.H. 9,668.65
Pistol Permits 66.50
State of N.H. 27.20
Board of Adjustment hearings 120.00
Appeal Board Hearings 30.00
Junk Yard Permits 50.00
United Eng & Const, 512.00
Check List Sales 20.00
Insurance Refund 580.00
Fire Truck Sale 500.00
Sale of Surplus Town Property 200.00
Yield Tax 174.98




State of N.H. Revenue Sharing 55,515.41
Total Received from Selectmen 68,585.21
Received from Tax Collector
Property Tax 1986 265,619.00
Property Tax Int. 1986 175.42
Resident Tax 1986 4,060.00
Resident Tax Penalties '86 4.00
Property Tax 1985 70,602.79
Property Tax Int. 1985 991.03
Resident Tax 1985 320.00
Resident Tax Penalties '85 32.00
Overpayments 631.00
Total Received from Tax Collector 342,435.24
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Treasurer's Report
Received from Town Clerk




Total Received from Town Clerk 91,351.30
Other Income
1985 Adjustments 16.23
Interest earned 1986 5,469.64
Transfer from Revenue Sharing 7,680.00 13,165.87
Total Cash Available 1986 692,794.76
Less Invoices paid on Selectmens orders (508,275.20)
Balance at December 31, 1986 184,519.56
Federal Revenue Sharing
Balance as of January 1, 1986 7,535.94
Deposits Rec from Fed ' 1 Revenue Sharing 2,113.00
Interest 1986 293.95
Less Payments (7,680.00)
Total Revenue Sharing Available




Homestead Press ]^qq 57
National Market Reports 100 00
N.H.G.T.G.A. 12*00
N.H.A.A.O. 20!00
W. Shivik (Sec.) 1 222.25
G. Baker '696!o3
A. Condon 327.31










Buswell Office Supply 102.13
Equity Pub. 160.45
Wheeler & Clark 28.16
Brown & Saltmarsh I5O.OO
Treasurer State of NH 77.00
NHGFOA 10." 00
Elwell-Collishaw 50.00
Loring, Short & Harmon 30.^5




Rockingham Planning Comm. 24.00




























Buswell Office Supply 67.80
D. Helen 10.00











G & P Bldg. Supply 85.00

































America Bur. of Col. ^4-7.0?





John Gamble (Tank Tk. & Exp.) 2,430.50
Ann Truglia, E.M.T. 100.00
Fedco T.&E. 32.45
Town of Newton 300.00
Interstate Emergency 132.00
J.S. Auto 5'+.90























TOTAL $^62 . 00
REVENUE SHARING (T.H. ROOF)
Jack of All Trades 7,580.00
Harlow Pest Control 100.00
TOTAL $7,680.00
GARBAGE REMOVAL




J. Santosuosso (Hire) , 7^9.00
J. Santusuosso (Labor) 1,096.00
Tamarack Tree 2,035.00
Penn Culvert 680.02
Tilcon Maine ' 468.60
Scott Mazur 24.00








J. Santosuosso (Hire) 180.00
J, Santosuosso (Labor) 261.00
Adam Mazur, Jr., Inc. 13,150.00
Amesbury Hardware 18.47
Granite State Minerals 637.28
TOTAL $14,246.75
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
J. Santosuosso (Hire) I65.OO
J. Santosuosso (Labor) 220.00











Tres., South Hampton Public Library 3.940.00
TOTAL $3,940.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE




Rockingham Planning Comm. 53 '^0










M. Santosuosso, III. 300.00
TOTAL $310.00
COMMON











#11: Rockingham Planning Commission 458.50
#9 '• Town Hall Improvements




#12: Rockingham County Action 69. 00
#13: Rockingham Child & Family Serv. 500.00
#14: West Whitehall Road
Treas., State of NH 1,500.00
Adam Maziur Jr. , Inc. 460.00





#18: Solid Waste District 1,000.00
#19: Seacoast Visiting Nurses 750.00
TOTAL $9,374.75
REFUNDS
Randolph Bickford (Heirs) 46.00
TOTAL $46.00
MISCELLANEOUS
NH Wetlands Gonf. 15-00
NH Assoc. Con. Com. ^0.00
Bank Meridian 3.^71.00





SOUTH HAMPTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Financial Report - 1986
Received




State grant RSA 201-D
Transfer from savings #25785)
Copier










Dues - Seacoast Co-op, NHLTA
Maintenance , copier
Town Crier










The Trustees of the Library continued to maintain open hours until a new
librarian, Mrs. Deborah Meigs, was hired in March. In Spril the Trustees held
an open house and invited the Townspeople to meet Mrs. Meigs. She has updated
the Youth section, reorganized the shelves, purchased a new set of encyclopedias,
borrowed fron other libraries to help students with research projects.
The Trustees contracted to have the old fire station removed prior to
construction of a renovated library. In the fall bids were solicited from
several area carpenters for the project. The response was light and no final
decision has been made. Plans call for the foundation to be poured in the spring.
The Trustees will continue to work with the librarian to maintain a
facility which will meet the needs of the Town. We thank Mrs. Meigs and Mrs.








I came on as your librarian in March of this year. My first order of
business was to register all borrowers and issue library cards which must be
used when borrowing any library materials.
A regular overdue notification system was started. No new books may be
borrowed until all books are returned and all fines paid.
The Reference and Juvenile sections were conpletely re-arranged, and sane
moving around of Adult books was also necessary.
The World Book Encyclopedia and other books were purchased for the Reference
section as required for certification. We tried to keep up with the best sellers
for adults. Over 400 items including books and magazines were purchased and
the Bookmobile Collection were catalogued into the collection with the help of
the Trustees.
We borrowed many books from libraries all over the state when whole classes
had projects, and also dinosaur books before the whole school went to the Museum
of Science. Inter-library Loan is one of the best deals we have! We can borrow
either by title or by subject. It greatly increases our resources for patrons.
Library news was published in the Town Crier, and is now being published
weekly in the Carriage Towne News.
In April we observed National Book Week with our annual photography
contest with prizes provided by the Friends, and in November we observed
Children's Book Week. Also in November, the library was presented a certificate
of Ccmnunity Service by the East Rockingham Pomona Grange.
This year we met the basic criteria and were approved as an associate
library in the Statewide Library Developnent Program which will enable us to
avail ourselves of many services offered by the State Library and also in the
receipt of an annual grant
.
The architect's plans for the new library were approved, but the actual
construction got bogged down. I hope that we will be in the new building soon
which will be more accessible for all.
As your librarian I attended the monthly meetings of the Seacoast Librarians
where we swap ideas and suggestions for better serving our patrons. One of
these services is the co-op card.
We regularly receive new books and magazines and invite all to visit. The
library is open on Monday from 7-9 p.m.; Wednesday from 12:30-4 and 7-9 p.m.; and
Thursday fron 10:30-3 p.m. I am assisted by Mrs. Annette Krafton.
I could not end this report without offering my heartfelt thanks to the
Board of Trustees - Martha Anderson, Linda Blair, and Madeleine Burrill - for all
their help this year.




Adam Mazur Contracted Services—Plowing and Sanding $11, 167.00
Granite State Minerals (Road Salt) " 637.00
Amesbury Hardware (Plastic to Cover Salt) 18.42
John Santosuosso Agents Labor 196.00
John Santosuosso Hire Truck 365.00
Adam Mazur Services 4, 972.00
$17,355.42
SUMMER MAINTENANCE
Tamarack Tree Service Cutting & Chipping Brush
Tamarack Tree Service Cutting Dead Limbs Trees School Yard
N.H. Bituminous Road Oil
Dave Sullivan Cut Up & Haul Three Trees
John Gamble Cut Up Tree Storm
Scott Mazur Labor (Oiling)
John Santosuosso Foreman & Labor
John Santosuosso Hire of Equipment
John Santosuosso Three Calls
Adam Mazur Hire of Equipment
Penn (Culvert Locust St.)
Tilton Warren Road Patch
John Gamble Labor on Overturned Tree
$ 1,
SPECIAL ARTICLE










Adam Mazur Hire of Equipment
Forest Stanley Labor
John Santosuosso Labor
John Santosuosso Hire Truck
John Santosuosso Phone Calls Misc










One basin and pipe put in on Merrill's side. The other to be installed
this summer. Money held by State to be spent before July 1, 1987.
HIGHWAY GRANT $9,668.65
N.H. Bituminous Road Oil
Adam Mazur Hire Equipment
John Santosuosso Foreman & Labor
John Santosuosso Hire of Equipment
James Rosencranzt Saw Parts & Bar Oil















ANNUAL REPORT OF THE POLICE DEAPRTMENT
THE YEAR ENDING 1986 WAS A YEAR OF CONTINUED EFFORTS
TO UPGRADE AND REORGANIZE THE SOUTH HAMPTON POLICE DEPART-
MENT. OFFICERS HAVE ATTENDED CLASSES IN COURT PROSECUTION,
BREATHALIZER SCHOOL AND FIRE ARMS INSTRUCTION. ADDITIONAL
CLASSES WILL BE ATTENDED THIS COMING YEAR TO HELP KEEP OUR
FORCE ABREAST OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND EQUIPMENT USED IN
POLICE WORK.
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT AND EDUCATION, TOGETHER WITH MANY
MORE PATROL HOURS LOGGED HAVE HAD A PROFOUND EFFECT ON MOTOR
VEHICLE VIOLATIONS AND OTHER POLICE ACTIVITIES.
THE POLICE DEPARTMENT WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE TOWN FOR
THE CONTINUED SUPPORT AND THE MANY WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT













ASSISTS FROM OTHER DEPARTMENTS: 12
ASSISTS RENDERED:
TO OTHER POLICE DEPARTMENTS: 26
TO FIRE DEPARTMENT: 2
COURT APPEARANCES: 38
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF: 2
CRIMINAL WARRANTS SERVED: 3
DOMESTIC COMPLAINTS: 3
DUTY AT PUBLIC MEETINGS: 2
FIREARMS COMPLAINTS: 2








JANUARY 1 DECEMBER 31, 1986
MOTOR VEHICLE:
ACCIDENTS INVESTIGATED. 10












RECOVERED STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLE: 3





State of New Hampshire
Department of Resources and Economic Development
DIVISION OF FORESTS AND LANDS
105 Loudon Road, Prescott Park, P.O. Box 856, Concord, N.H. 03301
John E Sargent, Director Tel. (603) 271 -2214
December 22, I9C6
REPORT OF TOWN FOKEST FIRE WARDEN
AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 19o5 and June 1936, we experienced fewer fires than normal. The
two leading causes of forest fires were again children and fires kindled with-
out written permission of a Forest Fire Warden. Both causes are preventable,
but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire
prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility of
State Forestry officials. Our state has excellent timber harvest regulations;
however, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber harvest law may
be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden.
If you own forest land, you became responsible for the timber tax payment
starting April 1, I986. This is a change in the Timber Tax Law that will
impact all forest landowners. Contact your Board of Selectmen for timber
tax forms.







# Acrres Burned District
Cost Suppression District
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1986 FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
1986 proved to be a busy year for the So, Hampton Fire Department with
51 calls. The men on the department have spent many hours training in
fire and rescue techniques. A fire safety program was presented to the
students of Barnard School emphasizing the importance of smoke detectors
and mapping an escape route in the home in the case of fire. Much work
has been put into building a tank truck ajid, also, nearing the completion
of the fire house,
I inspected Ik furnaces and found the majority to be installed properly.
.
Of the 1^ furnaces inspected, 2 were foiond to be illegally installed and
without safety devibes. Not only are they dangerous t6 the occupant,
but, also, to the fire fighter that has the responsibilty to shut the
malfuncticsiing furnace ~ down.
The State of New Hampshire now requires all furnaces installed to have a
permit issued by the fire department in compliance with RSA 153~5«
Without this permit, indemnification by the homeowners insurance
company may not take place when furnace malfunctions occur.
The town, also, has the legal right under state law to impend a fine
to occupants living in a household without a state permit for the
furnace. A lai^e percentage of house fires, reported to us from the
State Fire Marshall's Office, are caused by improperly installed oil
fired furnaces,
I hope 1987 will be a safe and quiet year for the fire department.
Like majiy other southern New Hampshire towns. So. Hampton is growing
with new construction, I hope anyone that has a question on permits
when installing their furnace will please contact me first to resplve




So, .Hampton Fire Department
S3
^autl] ^amptan ^.^. cf^^^ department
R.F.D. 2 • Main Avenue
















muti] ^amptnn ^.^. ^tr^ ^cpartxtt^nt
R.F.D. 2 • Main Avenue
South Hampton N.H. 03827
Marr Radio $ 1,202.40
Mobil Oil 311.19
Seacoast Fire Chiefs 111.34
Motorola 607.00






W. J. Battles 299.20
American Bureau of Collections 47.04
N. H. Firemen's Association 60.00
AT & T 41.35
Knight Oil 947.81
Communications Spec. 78.79
2 Way Communications 1,040.23
John Gamble (Knight Oil Tank Truck) 2,200.00
John Gamble (Wilson Welding) 230.50
Ann Truglia, EMT Training 100.00
Fedco Tank 32.45
Town of Newton (used radios) 300.00
Interstate Emergency 132.00
J. S. Auto 245.47
Northern Plumbing and Supply Co. 31.50
C, B. Peterson 186.00
Ed Condon 26.25
N.H.A.F.C. 10.00





SOUTHEAST REGIONAL SOLID WASTE DISTRICT
In 1986, Walter Hill and I attended monthly meetings and received
a great deal of information on different approaches to solid waste
disposal. At the end of 1985, it was voted to merge our smaller district
with two other districts and form a committee of 21 towns. In forming
this district, it was felt that we would have more to offer a vendor
in developing a resource recovery facility, as these facilities require
a large volume of solid waste.
We are also in the process of changing from an RSA 149-M district
to a RSA 53-B. The reason for this change is to enable the committee
to agree to contracts, land purchases and etc. This process must be
done by law as we are now beginning to hear presentations by dif-
ferent vendors. You will find this proposal in Article 18 of the 1987
Warrant.
The cost assessment of this committee (RSA 53-B) to each town will
be done by population. This you will also find in Article 19 of the
1987 Warrant.
As we progress further on this project, we will try to keep the
town informed on all important matters. If you have any questions




REPOHT OF THE COKSKRVATICN CCnKILiSICN
The concept of Prime Wetlands Designation was the impetus for
the reorganization of the Conservation Commission, The Commission
will be exploring the interest and willingness of residents to
support and participate in a Prime Wetlands project.
Prime Wetlands Designation is a further refinement of wetland
areas. The soils must be very poorly drained types. Designated
areas must be five or mov^. acres in size. Rare species of flora
and habitats for rare or endangered species of wildlife are
considered.
The Commission will be actively involved in the process of
"Dredge and Fill" permits. We have recently implemented a notif-
ication procedurte between applicant, State and local Commission.
We also recognize the need to be of assistance to other boards of
the Town and will adopt a formal communication network.
Residents are reminded that land of all types may be placed in
trusts, conservation or other protective shelters through donations^
purchase agreements and current use provisions. We hope to develop
a public information program to discuss various mechanisms for
conservation.
The Commission needs your interest, support and participation







Ellen Cressey, Consultant on
Legislative Affairs
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TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON BUILDING lERMITS 1986
Permit
Rockingham
rl3nnin§ 12 i water street, Exeter, n.h.ossss (603) 7780885
Commission
South Hampton received a variety of assistance from the Rockingham Planning
Commission during 1986. The following is a brief description of Commission
assistance.
1. Met with a Planning Board member to discuss a proposed subdivision in South
Hampton and provided advice on how to handle the application.
2. Provided various individuals with information on the National Flood Insu-
rance Program and met to discuss how to get the Town into the program.
3. Met with Planning Board member to review what maps of South Hampton were
available in our files and provided him with copies of maps.
4. Conducted a review of South Hampton's contract with a solid waste hauler
and provided our comments and advice on the advisability of entering into
such a contract.
5. Met with 2 Planning Board members to discuss a variety of planning issues
that were of concern to the Town.
6. Upon request, prepared an analysis of work required to bring the present
Master Plan up to present standards and provided a cost estimate for the
work to be completed by the Commission.
7. Spoke with citizen about school conditions in South Hampton and how to
obtain school enrollment projection figures.
As a member of the Rockingham Planning Commission, South Hampton also benefited
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Officers of the School District
of the
TOWA/ OF SOUTH HAMPTON, N.H.




Margaret Miller Term Expires 1987
Judith Shivik Term Expires 1988
Patricia Hesselbach Term Expires 1989
Superintendent of Schools
Norman C. Katner, B.S., M.A. , Ed.D.
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Leon R. Worthley, B.A., M.S.
Business Manager








Ada Merrill , R.N.
Auditors
Carri, Plodzik, & Sanderson
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TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers - 1987
THE STATE OF HEU HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South Hampton,
in the County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon
District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL IN SAID SOUTH HAMPTON
ON TUESDAY, THE TENTH DAY OF MARCH, 1987, AT 12:00 NOON TO VOTE FOR DISTRICT
OFFICERS:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
POLLS WILL NOT CLOSE BEFORE 8:00 P.M.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers at
the Annual Town Meeting is authorized by Statute (RSA 671:2) and was adopted by
the District at its 1966 Annual Meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID SOUTH HAMPTON THIS 9th DAY OF
FEBRUARY,. 1987.
Margaret Miller Chairperson









TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1987
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South Hampton, in the
County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL IN SAID SOUTH HAMPTON ON
TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1987, AT EIGHT O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING
SUBJECTS:
Notice: School District Officers will be elected at the Town" Meeting held at
South Hampton Town Hall beginning at 12:00 noon on Tuesday, March 10, 1987, in
accordance with the statutory election procedures adopted by the District at its
March 1966 Annual Meeting.
1. To see if the District will vote to raise and aopropriate the sum of
$46,500 (forty-six thousand five hundred dollars) to purchase a 28'x 66' modular
classroom, to develop the site, to install electrical support and to pay first year
electricity consumotion costs. RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
2. To see if the District will vote to establish a capital reserve fund in
accordance with Revised Statutes Annotated 35:1, such fund, including interest
accruing thereon, to be used for future acquisition and construction of school pro-
perties, and further, to see if the School District will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $25,000 (twenty-five thousand dollars) for that purpose. NOT
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
3. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for
the support of the schools, for the salaries of School Officials and Agents and for
payment of the statutory obligations of the School District.
4. To see if the District will vote to authorize the South Hampton School Board
to accept State and/or Federal grants and/or gifts for the South Hampton School District,
5. To see what action the District will take in relation to reports of Agents,
Auditors, Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID SOUTH HAMPTON THIS 9th DAY OF FEBRUARY,
A true copy of Warrant -- Attest:
1987
Margaret Miller Chairperson Margaret Miller Chairperson
Judith Shivik Judith Shivik







TO: THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
The year 1386 was a very productive one for the South Hampton
School Board.
Several problems were recognized, addressed and some were solved.
It became apparent to us that others exist and will require much time
and effort in the ensuing years to insure that our students receive the
most comprehensive and effective education possible. This report
briefly describes what we have accomplished; what we are working on and
what will require our attention in the future.
The Board members served on several SAU wide committees. Ms.
Patricia Hesselbach was South Hampton's representative to the New
Hamsphire School Board's Association. She attended a statewide School
Board Conference in April which provided the School Board with
information regarding education in the State of New Hampshire.
Ms. Judith Shivik was South Hampton's representative for
negotiations with the Seacoast Education Support Personnel Association
which met several times throughout the year dealing with contract
negotiations for salary and language.
Ms. Margaret Miller served as South Hampton's representative for
teacher negotiations and also to the Administrative Operations
Committee. She was Chairperson for SAU #21 Joint School Board.
The AOC of the SAU interviewed and recommended for hiring Assistant
Superintendent Mr. Leon R. Worthley and a new Business Manager, Mr. Fred
Engelbach
.
During November the Joint Board held their Annual Budget Hearing,
at the South Hampton Town Hall.
For the first time, Amesbury's School Committee traveled to South
Hampton and met at the Barnard School with the South Hampton School
Board. Ne discussed our working relationship and ways in which it could
be strengthened. Out of this meeting came the following agreements:
1. A South Hampton staff member would sit on Amesbury's Curriculum
Development Committee to assure that our Curriculum is compatible with
Amesbury ' s
;
2. Amesbury pledged their support in helping our interested
students to gain admission to Whittier Vocational Technical High School;
3. A Monthly Event Calendar of High School activities will be sent
so that it may be published in the South Hampton News;
4. A quarterly update on our student's progress will be received
to better aid us in measuring the effectiveness of our programs;
65
5. Amesbury agreed to have a Guidance Counselor yisit the school
more frequently if we feel the need.
At the opening of school it was brought to the attention of the
Board, that a serious space problem existed in the first and second
grades. In addressing this problem, it became apparent that this
situation would follow this larger class throughout its years at Barnard
and would include problems of class areas, traffic flow and safety. The
Board decided to obtain citizen input and requested the School Needs
Committee to reconvene and study the problems and return a report with
options for dealing with said problems. At the same time, the School
Board was focusing primarily on the first and second grade space
problem. Based on Board research and the School Needs Committee Report,
the Board decided to do the following:
1. Met with the Barnard School Trustees several times and brought
them up-to-date. The Trustees were 'jery helpful and agreed to commit a
sum of money for structural improvements in the building.
2. Conducted an engineering, safety and programmatic study at the
school. Two consultants from the State Education Department and SAU
Business Manager, in conjunction with a local engineer and a local
contractor, were asked to conduct the study.
3. Looked into possible immediate handling of the space problem in
first and second grades by:
a. Renting Masonic Hall in Amesubry - not feasible.
b. Use of Baptist Church - over scheduled now.
c. Renting space at the Sacred Heart School in Amesbury - the
Board met with parents of involved students who felt it was not a viable
solu t i on .
4. Buy portable classrooms that would alleviate the immediate
space problem temporarily. It would also solve the problem of getting
students o'ff the stage in the Town Hall. The portable classrooms, being
a temporary solution, could be eventually resold by the Town or used in
some othier way.
Based on all research, and study reports, the School Board decided
to place two articles on the Warrant for your consideration at the March
District Meeting.
Your School Board would like at this time to thank all of the citizens,
consultants, staff, and members of the Barnard School Trust, School
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1986
Certificate
This Is to certify that the Information contained in this report was taken from the official records and is complete and correct to the
best of my knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept In accordance with Section 17 of Chapter 71-A of the Revised Statutes
Annotated and regulation Chapter Rev. 1100, Financial Accounting for Local Education Agencies on the Administrative

















Total Liabilities and Fund Equity
































TOTAL REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
Child Nutrition Programs


























REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the




Cash on Hand July 1, 19_Z. (Treasurers bank balance) ^ - ,
ut^ ^ xj-i
Received from Selectmen (Include only amounts actually received) 3 76»499 .00
Current Appropriation
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Aavance on Next Year's Appropriation —
Revenue from State Sources 5 f 1 1 6
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions —
—
Received as income from Trust Funds
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds (Principal only)
Received from Capital Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources ^ t 359 . 3 3
TOTAL RECEIPTS 385,966 .39
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance and Receipts) 395,813. 43
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 3 9,757» 22
Qc S.C. 64.19
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, IslHiXreasurer's Bank Balance) jO U0ii. O2




This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements arxi other financial records of the treasurer of the
school district of South Hampton ^ of which the above is a true
summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 19,^ and find them correct in all respects. f \
.'~^ /
U<.^^V,_.^.^r /i 19K Auditofs Carri-Plodzik'-Sanderson
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South Hampton, N. H.
March 4, 1986
The Annual South Hampton, N. H. School District Meeting was called to
order at 8:08 p.m. by Moderator Horace Cressy with 18 voters, and 3 staff
members of Barnard School in attendance. The warrant now attached to page
252 was read.
Margaret Miller moved to allow the representatives from the SAU #21
office and Principal Terry Marinos to speak on matters of fact if called
upon. Seconded by Audrey Miller. Voted in the affirmative. All in favor.
Article I. Patricia Nelson moved that the District raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $413,600 for the support of schools for the salaries of
School Officials and Agents and for the payment of the statutory obligations
of the School District. Seconded by Judith Shivik.
Mrs. Nelson stated this was an increase of $13,784 as account 1100-1103
series left out $784 for teacher benefits and account 1200-5600 special ed-
ucation out of district placement, the amount of $13,000. Mrs. Nelson then went
over the budget line by line. Various comments, and questions by people
were answered. This article was voted in the affirmative. All in favor.
Article II. Judith Shivik moved that this article be accepted as
printed. Walter Hill seconded. Voted in the affirmative.
Article III. Michael Santosuosso noted that the records should be
changed to show that the polls will open at 1:00 p.m. and not 12 noon.
So noted.
Walter Hill thanked Patricia Nelson for her many years of service and
time on the board. Her 9 years of service were appreciated.
Margaret Miller thanked Pat for her changing and making improvements
to our education, working to get our students into the Exeter VocTech School,
being active in computer education with the students and working with the
committee to look at area high schools and getting a long term contract with
Amesbury. She was then presented a plaque.
At 8:50 p.m. John Santosuosso moved to adjourn the meeting. Walter
Goldthwaite seconded.
Respectfully submitted,
Audrey G. Brunet, Clerk
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Newly Elected School District Officers
South Hamoton School District
1986
MODERATOR Horace T. Cressy
Main Avenue Box 158
South Hampton, NH 03827
133 Votes
SCHOOL CLERK - Audrey G. Brunet
Hilldale Avenue Box 179
South Hampton, NH 03827
139 Votes
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER Patricia Hesselbach
Woodman Road
South Hampton, NH 03827
(Write-in) 75 Votes
SCHOOL TREASURER Nancy F. Dixon




To the Citizens of South Hampton:
Principal Terry Marines has pointed out, "Barnard
School may be at a turning point in its history." If
this is the case, and growth in the area appears to
indicate it may wery well be, then the citizens,
staff, and School Board will find it beneficial to
work together to chart the course of education in South
Hampton for the years ahead.
The process has been started by the School Board
and the School Needs Committee. It is hoped this
effort will continue in the months and years ahead so
the education of the children of South Hampton can be








The following figures show the salaries and the proportionate share

































Carri • Plodzik • Sanderson
accountants & auditors
A. Bruce Carri, CPA
Stephen D. Plodzik, PA
Robert E. Sanderson, PA
Paul J. Mercier, CPA
Armand G. Martmeau, CPA
Edward T. Perry, CPA
193 North Main Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Telephone: 603-225-6996
AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
South Hampton School District
South Hampton, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of the South Hampton
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1986, as listed in the
table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which should
be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that shoulc^ be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is
not known.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the
financial activities of the Student Activities Fund, which should be included
to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
fairly the financial position of the South Hampton School District, at June
30, 1986, and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The accompanying financial
information listed as supporting schedules in the table of contents is
presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of
the financial statements of the South Hampton School District. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
examination of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial
statements taken as a whole.
August 19, 1986 CARRI PLODZIK SANDERSON
Professional Association
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I hereby submit my report as principal of Barnard School.
The projected enrollment figures for the 1987-88 school year
are as follows:*
Grade 1 - 10 Grade 5 - 7
Grade 2 - 15 Grade 6 - 9
Grade 3-17 Grade 7 - 10
Grade 4 - 8 Grade 8 - r[
87
*New students moving into South Hampton will change these figures.
The year 1986-1987 seems to be one of transition. Our school
enrollment has gone from 75 in 1985-86 to 92 in 1Q86-87, with over
one-third of the student body registered in grades one and two.
Starting this winter after-school enrichment opportunities
will be offered to the Barnard School students. Groups v/ill be
divided by grades, and all students will be Invited to participate in
appropriate activities.
The purpose of the program is to permit students to build on
their own abilities and talents. Barnard School staff members \;ill
coordinate and supervise this program.
Our computer program at the Barnard School continues to grow.
While computers have to be '^hartd by grades, all students are
participating in their use. Computer use begins in grade one, where
children learn to operate the computers. Skills increase at each grade
level, with older students usirjg v/ord f)roccssing to write reports.
Critical thinking skills are dev(>loped through the use of ai)propriate
software
.
Staff members are also increasing their computer knowledge
through workshops and courses.
Barnard School may be at a turning point in its history. The
town population appears to be increasing, and the school population
as well. Parents, faculty and townspeople arc all concerned with
maintaining high academic standards for our school and are willing
to commit time and effort to this end.
81 A. Terry Marines, Principal
Teaching Staff - 1986-87
Name Degree Subject Area
Terry Marines B. S. , Boston University Math
Social Studies
Language Arts
John B. Battis B- A. , Boston Conservatory of Music Instrumental Music
Lynne M. Beach B. A. , Framingham State Art
Barbara Knepp B. S. Ed. , Fitchburg State Language Arts
Reading
Maureen M. Martes B. A. , University of MA Science
Beverly A, Peeke B, A. , University of NH Grades 3&4
Anna S. Pike B. S. , University of NH Physical Education
Janet A. Snow B. S. Simmons College Sp. Education Adm.
M. Ed. , University of NH Reading Specialist
Elizabeth A. Weber B. A. , Albertus Magnus Grades 1&2
M.S.Ed., University of ME
Richard Maloof B. A. St. Anselm Science/Math






Audrey G. Brunet Secretary
Cornelia R. Courtney, B. S. Tutor
Nancy Levesque Custodian
Ada M. Merrill, R.N. Nurse
Priscilla F. Spear, B. S. Teacher Aide
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SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
STAFF SALARIES
1986-87
No. Years No. Years












Richard Peterson, Coaching 2, 888. 00
Janet Snow, Special Ed. Administrator 2, 507. 00
Audrey Brunet, Register Clerk & AV Coordinator 301.00
Barbara Knapp, Computer Coordinator 500. 00
OTHER STAFF
John B. Battis, B. A. Musical INstruments
Audrey G. Brunet Secretary
Cornelia P. Courtney, B. S. Tutor
Nancy Levesque Custodian













yicFarland, Jackson Cardin, Danielle
3earl, Karl Gosselin, Elizabeth
Stevens, James Macaulay, Lauren




^rs. Pf?eke - Grad^j 3
Boys Girls
Lariviere, Eric Macaulay, Melissa





























































Mrs. Martes/Mr. Maloof - Grade 6
Boys Girls
Anderson, Eric Doucette, Jill
Donahue, ChristopherDjJcharme, Pamela
Gosselin, Grant Hesselbach, Susan
Johnson, Errick Shivik, Maida
Kiely, Patrick
Walden, Jamey


















SOUTH HAMPTON TUITION PUPILS
























































No. of Different Pupils Enrolled During the Year 81
Average Daily Membership 76.7
Percent of Attendance 96
Number of Pupils in High School - September, 1986 39
ENROLLMENT IN SEPTEMBER 1986
Grades 1-2 20 Grades 5-6 22
Grades 3-4 18 Grades 7-8 21






HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES — JUNE 1986
Amesbury High School Sanborn Regional High School
Peter Bryant Christopher Martin
Hugh Cornwell Nina Martin
Jeffrey Nelson Pamela Reid
Patricia Kenny Heather McCarthy
Pauline Pitts
Julie Quinn Hinnacunnet High School
Jeffrey Coll ins
AMESBURY HIGH TUITION RATES
1985-86 1986-87 1987-88
Tuition $2,466.27 $2,800.32 $2,895.27
No. Students 35 39 (39 est.)
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